Dell SafeGuard and Response

Secureworks® Taegis™ XDR
An open cloud-native platform that combines the power of human intellect with insights from security analytics to unify detection and response across endpoint, network, and cloud environments for better security outcomes and simpler security operations.

Where Security Analytics Meets Threat Intelligence Expertise
With XDR, you can take security into your own hands and transform the way your security analysts detect, investigate, and respond to threats across your endpoints, network and cloud.

Built by security experts with over 20 years of security expertise, XDR helps you to realize value fast with out-of-the-box security detection use cases that are continuously updated with threat intelligence from the Secureworks Counter Threat Unit™ (CTU™).

The combination of security analytics and threat intelligence expertise enables your security analysts to precisely pinpoint unknown and sophisticated threats with advanced analytics, accelerated investigation and response and community-applied intelligence.

Why Taegis XDR

- **Advanced Analytics**  
  Protect against modern threats with machine learning, deep learning algorithms and UEBA

- **Accelerated Investigation & Response**  
  Gain in-depth analysis of emerging threats to enable rapid response to attacks

- **Community-Applied Intelligence**  
  Share threat knowledge across our entire customer base to stay ahead of new attacks

Modern Threats Require Modernized Threat Intelligence
Threats are evolving. From the perimeter to the cloud, data travels in all directions, in unfathomable quantities, and at lightning speed. As a result, attacks have become more sophisticated and harder to detect. Coupled with limited visibility in the cloud, understaffed and under-skilled security teams, and the growing costs and complexity of managing disparate security systems, you can understand the importance of modernized threat intelligence. As such, many SIEM detection use cases miss advanced threats and cause an influx of false positives resulting in wasted resources in responding to them. You’re left struggling to build, apply and continuously update customized security content to your environment. All the while, threat actors are continuing to evolve their tactics, taking cover in the noise to act with stealth.

Taegis XDR was built to solve these challenges. XDR’s Threat Intelligence and Advanced Analytics-based Detectors are continuously updated to align with the current threat landscape. You don’t have to take any action to have relevant threat indicators loaded into the system or have stale indicators removed.

Alert enrichment from Secureworks Threat Intelligence, entity context, geolocation, and other 3rd party enrichment data; delivers in-depth analysis of threats, threat actor intent, and behavior related to your alerts.

XDR delivers tangible value by enabling you to detect sophisticated threats, trust your alerts, streamline and collaborate on investigations and quickly respond with confidence.
Detect Sophisticated Threat
Recognize adversaries by their behavior, be alerted to known and emerging threats in your environment, and quickly report to leadership if your organization has been hit in the past with an attack just discovered.

Trust your alerts
Reduce the volume of threat alerts with minimized false positives from powerful and accurate analytics, so your team sees only the recommended actionable insights that really matter.

Streamline and collaborate
Empower your team to be more effective by removing silos so that they can use knowledge share to speed up investigations and see full end-to-end attacker activity to paint a quick timeline of what unfolded. The “Ask an Expert” chat feature provides real-time collaboration with senior intrusion analysts.

Respond with Confidence
Gain confidence that you’re taking the right action to contain a threat and let your security experts focus on security instead of mundane platform administration.

Transform SOC Efficiency and Efficacy
Taegis XDR enables your security operations teams to respond to security incidents with greater detection visibility. With capabilities such as extended log retention, search query, user-defined reporting, and custom use case support, security analysts gain more ability to actively investigate and proactively hunt for threats in your environment. As a result, XDR can easily replace your current SIEM giving you advanced threat detection as well as additional SIEM capabilities to gain actionable insights into malicious activity. Our goal is to give you enough business and security context to make sense of an investigation and take the right action.

Security Analytics with SIEM Capabilities
• Reliably ingest and retain events and raw logs across standard and custom data sources.
• Quickly and easily search across data to enable rapid investigation and response.
• Visualize data queries and share insights across the organization with flexible user-defined reporting.
• Customize alerts to meet unique security use case requirements.

XDR Benefits
• Retroactively identify suspicious activity in your environment as new IOCs emerge.
• Speed up response and minimize damage with software-driven responses for common containment use cases.
• Benefit from simplified pricing that is based on your number of endpoints and includes all correlating and contextual data.*

Contact your dedicated Dell Endpoint Security Specialist today at endpointsecurity@dell.com about the Dell SafeGuard and Response products that can help improve your security posture.

If your organization needs immediate assistance for a Cyber Incident, please call the Dell – Secureworks dedicated Global Incident Response Hotline at 833.623.0873

Note: XDR pricing includes a per endpoint data cap. Customers that exceed the data cap will upgrade their data volume tier.
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